
1-4. Company Records
You and the VP of Merchandise exchanged some furious four-letter words, resulting in you doing errands for the big
boss.

In the middle of the afternoon, while running an errand for the boss, you discover a circular piece of paper in one of
the folders. On each side is one of the two grids below. When done solving, you may want to cut out the grid and
fold on the dotted line.

In addition, the following instructions and clues can be found attached on a separate piece of paper.

Answers to the clues below are all six letter words or phrases. They should be entered in jumbled order, from the
innermost circle to the outermost ring. The innermost circle is a letter shared by 32 answers, the two spaces in the
next ring are shared by 16 answers each, and so on. 1-Front and 1-Back apply to the specific front and back of the
grid, as do 17-Front and 17-Back. For all other numbers, clues may appear in either order. When finished, solvers
may wish to focus on the outer ring.

1-Front. Fools in Upton’s novel (2 words)

1-Back. Guy's broken timers

2. Little's impersonation in essence: Silly smile

2. Spouts off--it could go either way (hyph.)

3. Specific words involving heat, primarily?!

3. Montreal baseballer in street with conspicuously

hot woman

4. Tyrannical leader at last pulls into station

4. Water in some form involving river?!

5. Pour a measure of acid over horrible cuts - it's a

revolutionary technique?

5. TV network features Queer In London for very little

money

6. Dr. Welby reveals copper in planet

6. Feline – tailless kitty -- returns for something on a

dog?

7. Save money for shellfish that's cold, not hot?

7. [Writing] Sacramento’s #1 center gets tip off

8. Choose science in review — light science

8. Sheds tears over mass murder, etc.

9. Guide is found in Kingfisher Palisades

9. Torre’s new lineup around Mariner’s starter is a

shake-up.

10. Bottomless thermos broken - it's a doozy

10. Dream about following headless insect and insect

head



11. Great enigmatic rebus about puzzler's origin

11. Last used for a note in more art from composer

12. Lesson involving first of this type of sin

12. Read through each function

13. Before fight, ruin what's inside one's bones

13. Model planes for guests

14. Residential Assistant in front of dorm, drunk,

appears stiff.

14. Rings bearing red gems

15. Does a trick for dogs with short tops

15. Hockey great, skating inside rim, looking back to

reflective surface

16. Scans bottom to top, finding not much at all

16. Not oddly, Em, your orgies involve a finicky cat.

17-Front. Used aerosol, ignoring the head, talked to

God

17-Back. Undergarment is caught in tree...looking up, it

may be white

18. Send up staff to be included in salary

18. Set off baker, insane over some molasses

19.  Ed Wood’s Johnny, Short, and Carney take off

19. Taking all morning, Mr. Rogers put a picture in its

place

20. Bring back to custody in Denmark, shy and

confused

20. Crazy fight in front of a streetwalker

21. Let out average word of congratulations

21. Toy manufacturer offers 50% off mattress with felt

interior

22. Tree's well-liked, lacking heart

22. Iowa town is surrounded by crosses? The wildest?

Just the opposite

23. Remove the filling of a breakfast pastry in a style

influenced by commercials (2 words)

23. Uma, Keitel in part attain success (2 words)

24. Outside boat, ran into store

24. Repeat most of a defensive move before overtime

25. Mathematician's shortened pay scale (shortened?)

25. Same crap about 200 religious destinations

26. Sample of skin cream, for example - woohoo!

26. Serpico actor drops in, loses round with a hairy

beast

27. Walk around Los Angeles residence

27. Walks with short steps (half-minute forward,

half-second back)

28. Women’s channel features An Honorable Man

28. Blending peach with bit of lemon for church

29. Run away, ignoring star’s trailer

29. Series of college courses: Introduction to Physics,

Religion I-III, Reflection of Washington

30. Fold back whitened clothing, wind-breakers first

30. In Cambrian Era, Brian dropped something with a

lens

31. Cactus tripped up camels

31. Go down shredded paper, then left

32. Give back pockets left for another game

32. Quiet lamb wandering around Europe


